Meeting called to order 10:05am
Attending were Alex Jones, Alex Labrinidis, Arif Jamal, Jinx Walton, Vincent Arena, John
LaDue, James Doty, Marnie Hampton, Frank Beatrous
Minutes from last meeting of Spring 2014 were presented and circulated. They will be
approved at the next meeting. Request to send comments or concerns via email.
Alex Jones was elected as SCUC Chair for 201415
Fran Yarger was elected as SCUC CoChair for 201415
CSSD Report by Jinx Walton 
Initiated by discussion of different in bulk of messages sent over two years, number of
emailings were much different, but the number of actual mailings did not change significantly.
Action item: check total number of messages
Discussed gradually removing the bulk message content of each read green message but
retain a pointer to get more information.
Suggestion to include a single mailing describing read green and it's statistics (including $$
saved) once a term, or year.
Action item  create www.readgreen.pitt.edu and retire lines from message over 1 year,
send statistics, create url for all messages
Read Green will start this for students, for fall term 2015
Waitlist feature for classes with labs/recitations  reintroduced with same basic
functionality, which is still broken. Request for an opt out option.
Electronic Lab Notebooks
3 focus group meetings across engineering and life sciences
vendors RFIs  6 responses, narrowed to 23 by focus group
Goal is to have something fully implemented by Fall 2015
My Pitt Video
Lecture capture software  access it through portal, videos stored in cloud, must be able to
restrict access and view from any device. Faculty can integrate recorded lectures into
courseweb, combine from multiple sources, faculty can allow students to upload video
presentations, broadcast live events, training materials, store and share video content.
Dissemination of CSSD Info  Careful not to use Read Green too much

My Pitt Video did not go out read green
Announcements on my.pitt portal are not effective
CSSD should use read green, announcements should be digested to a particular time period
(not more than 1 message per week was suggestion)
NSF Grant for Cyberinfrastructure
500K upgrade connection for internet 10G>100G, also 10>100G dedicated to RIDC, virtual
routing framework across campus, second connection buildings for researchers for DMZ for
researchers (transferring large data)
Internet of Things
Electric vehicles, sustainability, collect data, have a project that wants to use them.
Suggested having an event to show them off and to use GPS data to estimate traffic.
Irene: Have an event to show them off? (Jinx: yes)
Cyber security symposium
Oct. 27th  open to faculty staff and students
Cybersecurity scare house (love your computer)
Export Controls Advisory Committee
Faculty registering when traveling internationally.
University provides infrastructure when you are traveling (for services)
Loaner program for clean devices (e.g., phones, tablets, computers), cannot trust wireless
when away
1. What can we do to know about these services?
2. Would it be useful to have a loaner (rental) program? (possibly as a service for your
own device)
Good idea if its nominal cost. Should publicize available services, and guidelines.
Engineering had an example, has a loaner program  Dean’s trip to china (iPad/iPhone).
Laptop in hotel room with webcam, searched everywhere, phone call to government,
downloaded all the data. FBI says don’t put it on our network at all.
Registering that people are traveling.  Request they register…
● Faculty assembly (register and there are these benefits)  leisure travel
PI Dashboard
Need 57 faculty who are willing to test it. Some SCUC members volunteered.
Email:
Usability still needs improvement: Whitelist not with spam list. Users not aware of whitelist.

Hard to do if you’re not an outlook user. Need to be able to release message just to read it,
before you set as not spam or report to microsoft. Need to be able to read messages from
the spam list before releasing. Message center is potentially too different from postini.com,
however does have some advantages over postini.
Meeting adjourned at 11:12pm

